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Overview

Classic Movie Night 
5:45 p.m. on the third Friday  

of each month 
Upcoming titles at www.alcona.lib.mi.us. 

Previous titles at 
www.InspirationAlcona.org. 

Reeling with Laughter 
Enjoy six classic comedy movies, with 
discussion before and after the movie 

led by John Blakemore, professor  
emeritus of film. More at either website.  

The first class, on the Marx Brothers’ 
“Duck Soup,” is 2 p.m. Thursday,  

September 7. 
 

Both events are held at the 
Harrisville branch of the  
Alcona County Library 

312 W. Main St. 
Harrisville, MI 48740 

and the 
Alcona County Library 

present 
free movies, popcorn and soda 

Huron Distributors

We want to thank all of our sponsors and partners for making this years 
festival possible. We couldn’t do any of this without your generosity and 

good will! Thanks so much!

Alpena Civic Theatre
Thunder Bay Theatre

Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Art in the Loft

www.sunrise45.org
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 Sunrise 45 Film Festival 
 Alpena, Michigan 

 August 18th-20th, 2017 

  Thunder Bay Film Society is 
moving into our third year of 
providing free entertainment to the 
community through our Summer 
Movies by the Bay program. Our 
goal has always been to bring more 
opportunities for exposure to the 
art of film and filmmaking to the 
Northeast Michigan area. This year 
we are expanding on that vision by 
organizing our first independent 
film festival, which has accepted 
submissions from around the state, 
country and internationally. We’ve 
dubbed this film festival the Sunrise 
45 Film Festival, to celebrate our 
location on the sunrise side of the 
state, and at the 45th parallel. 
      It’s hard to deny that Alpena is 
evolving. The last several years have 
seen a great deal of positive change, 
economically and culturally, and it 
has sparked a lot of interest in our 
special community. The Thunder 
Bay Film Society is committed to 
being part of that evolution. We 
would love to see Alpena become 
the arts and culture hub of Northeast 
Michigan. Our expanding and 
vibrant downtown, combined with 
our rich history, and unique natural 
beauty sets us apart from many 
other communities of our size. Three 
existing art galleries, two local live 
performance theatre venues, two 
cinemas, an abundance of talented 

musicians, and a variety of events 
throughout the year is evidence of 
our small town’s ability to support 
a thriving community of artists and 
art-lovers. We can only get better 
from here.
      The art of the moving image is 
somewhat of a universal language. 
With or without any words, so 
much meaning can be conveyed in 
a film, dissolving cultural barriers. 
The Thunder Bay Film Society 
believes that Northeast Michigan 
stands to benefit immensely from 
being involved in that cross-cultural 
dialogue through film. We want the 
Sunrise 45 Film Festival to be an 
annual festival that celebrates the 
voices of indendent filmmakers right 
here in Michigan, and all over the 
world. In an increasingly globalized 
society, we all seek to better 
understand our neighbors, both near 
and far. We think Alpena is a special 
place with amazing people, and so we 
want Alpena and Northeast Michigan 
to be an important voice and 
participant in that dialogue. Films 
can be funny, touching, haunting, 
heartbreaking, exciting, serene, and 
so much more. But most importantly, 
we think film offers insight into our 
shared humanity. It tells stories that 
beg to be told. This artistic medium 
by it’s nature calls for an audience, 
and we want to be a conduit for that.

FROM THE THUNDER BAY FILM SOCIETY
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 CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

 FridaY 8.18 

Angels of the Sky
Film in Competition
10:30am | ACT

William Vincent presents 
The Seer & provides 
opening remarks
1:30pm | ACT

Brontosaurus
Film in Competition
3pm | ACT

Weavers of Imagination
Film in Competition
3pm | TBNMS

Nobody Dies Here
Film in Competition
3:30pm | TBNMS

The Whole
Film in Competition
4pm | TBT

Buzzard
Featured Film
7pm | TBT
Q&A w/ Director Joel 
Potrykus
8:30pm | TBT

 SATURDAY 8.19 

Palyadawasi
Film in Competition
10am | ACT

Student Films #1
Films in Competition
10am | TBT

Dramatic Shorts
Films in Competition
11am | TBT

*Staring Down Fate
Film in Competition
1:30pm | TBNMS
Q&A w/ Director Jeffrey 
Mittelstadt
3:30pm | TBNMS

Experimental Shorts
Films in Competition
1:30pm | ACT

David Lynch: The Art Life
Featured Film
2pm | ACT

International Student Films
Films in Competition
3:30pm | ACT

Borealis
Featured Film
3:30pm | TBT

Sinister Shorts
Films in Competition
7pm | TBT

Nowhere, Michigan
Film in Competition
7pm | ACT

 SUNDAY 8.20 

20 Years of Madness
Featured Film
11am | ACT

Comedic Shorts
Films in Competition
12:30pm | TBT

Detroit Resilience
Film in Competition
12:30pm | ACT

Student Films #2
Films in Competition
1:30pm | ACT

The Teacher & The 
Student
Film in Competition
2:30pm | ACT
Q&A w/ Director Mary 
Ellen Jones
3pm | ACT

Sunrise 45 Awards 
Ceremony
4:30pm | ACT

That’s a Wrap! After Party
6pm | Black Sheep Pub

*Thursday 8.17 @ 7p-9p: Filmmaker’s Welcome Reception
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 Afterparties 

 Music & more 

FRIDAY
There will be live music happening all around downtown Alpena on Friday. Take a stroll 
around between watching movies and let the local talent serenade you.

SATURDAY
Rotary Island Park (See Map) will be hosting 3 different musicians between 3pm - 6pm. 
If you need a break from watching the movie screen, head on over there to check these 
multi-talented guys out!

 OTHER EVENTS 

Growing up in a guitar shop 
has its benefits, and Joel takes 
advantage every time he gets.  
Son of the Owner Joel Choate Sr. 
of “Joel’s Guitar Shop” Joel JR. 
has taken on all types of music. 
By day Joel works at his father’s 
store giving guitar lessons, and 
actively volunteering his time to 
“The Thunder bay Folk Society”. 
At night he bartends at a local 
gourmet restaurant, and can 
be found playing with his band 
“Dead By Monday”.

15-year-old Josh Kozlowski has 
taken the east coast by storm 
with his quick hands and surfer 
rock feel. When he’s not working 
at “Lee’s Miniature Golf” on the 
coast of Lake Huron you can 
find Josh usually just walking 
around with his guitar. He hangs 
at the guitar shop, practices 
with his band “Liquid Jesus”, 
plays downtown every Friday 
Night, and even gets up Sunday 
morning to play at his church 
with his mother. Josh is a new 
wave to look out for! 

Being an artist, gives you a new 
look on when you want to learn 
the musical side and Rich Rider 
is taking it with force.  Rich’s 
art ranges from pop art like 
“Banksey” to woodworking 
and fine intricate paintings. 
He has brought his skills to the 
Guitar and Cajon. By making his 
box drum he has been able to 
connect with the instrument 
in a new way and the sound is 
organic! Rich has created an 
acoustic atmosphere that has 
notes of  “Van Morrison” and 
“Bob Dylan”.

SATURDAY:
Fresh Palate Alley Party

w/ G-Snacks Electronic Music
9:30pm - 12am | FREE

Black Sheep Pub
Alley Midnight Movie: 

Young Frankenstein

SUNDAY:
That’s a wrap! After-party

6pm -9pm| Black Sheep Pub 
w/ Live Bluegrass Music

FRIDAY:
Latitudes Tavern

w/ Conor Larkin & Band

Joel Choate Jr.: 3pm-4pm Josh Kozlowski: 4pm-5pm Rich Rider: 5pm-6pm
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 AWARDS JURY 
Tim Kuehnlein

Tim Kuehnlein, Jr. is an Instructor of Political Science 
and History at Alpena Community College having 
completed course work in political science and history 
for a Ph.D. in addition to his Master of Arts degree 
from Western Michigan University (2001). His teaching 
experience is in U.S. and world history, government 
and politics, comparative world government, and 
international relations.  He has traveled extensively 
throughout the US and in over 25 countries throughout 
Europe, particularly Central Europe and the former East 
bloc and Soviet Union.  Kuehnlein serves as President 
of Thunder Bay Arts Council, Inc. and Michigan Arts and 
Culture Northeast (MACNE) as well as Secretary of the 
Community Foundation for Northeast Michigan.

William Vincent

William Vincent has been a professor at Michigan 
State University, specializing in creative writing, 
film studies, screenwriting, film history, and film 
production. He has written and produced several short 
films.

John Blakemore

John Blakemore was a professor of Mass 
Communication at Stephens College, Columbia 
Missouri for nineteen years.  Twelve of those years 
he served as Chair of the Mass Communication 
Department.  He was responsible for creating the 
Digital Film major and the Citizen Jane film festival. He 
has taught film history and screenwriting.  Blakemore 
currently teaches film classes at University of 
Missouri’s Osher Life Long Learning Institute. 
In his first career, he spent 22 years working at 
advertising agencies in New York City, Detroit, St. 
Louis, and Columbia. For 11 of those years, he owned 
and operated an advertising and public relations firm 
in Columbia, Missouri.
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      Friday 8.18

What if we could be whatever we want to be? Peter found a 
way. He encountered something that can only be explained, 
perhaps in the metaphysics books of Aristotle. He yearns to 
harness this power, but he must be careful.

This is the story of a group of unsighted people who weave 
carpets by using Brail. Weaving carpets requires precision and 
sight and it is difficult even for sighted people.

The true life story of WWII pilots from the 8th Air Force, who 
were shot down over German territory and became POWs 
-- told through the survivors themselves.

Fighting through the world of mixed martial arts since she was 
9, Leandra ‘Brontosaurus’ Pittman is seeking purchase in her 
adult life outside the cage as she realizes that putting on the 
gloves was never really her choice.

Perma gold mine, Benin. Some dream to find something, others 
realized there was nothing to be found. Some dig relentlessly 
hoping to become rich, others died in the process. And a few of 
them say that here, nobody dies.

Weavers of Imagination
Sadegh Jafari | 2017 | Iran | 21m

The Whole
Rodrigo Moreno Fernandez | 2017 | USA | 1h

Brontosaurus 
Ryan A. Renfro | 2017 | USA | 1h27m

Angels of the Sky 
Trent McGee | 2016 | USA | 1h30m

Nobody Dies Here
Simon Panay | 2016 | France | 23m

ACT | 10:30A

TBNMS | 3:30PTBNMS | 3P

TBT | 4P

ACT | 3P

FILMS IN COMPETITION
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      Friday 8.18

Opening Day Remarks:
William Vincent

Featured Film: Buzzard
+ Q&A w/Director Joel Potrykus

The Seer | ACT | 1:30P

Buzzard | TBT | 7P

William Vincent welcomes us 
to the inaugural Sunrise 45 Film 
Festival with his opening remarks. 
He will also screen his own short 
film “The Seer”. William Vincent has 
taught as a professor of creative 
writing and film studies at Michigan 
State University, specializing in film 
history and screenwriting.

Alpena native Joel Potrykus presents 
his sharply disillusioned tale Buzzard, 
where a temp office-dweller turned 
small-time con-artist Marty finds 
himself in an increasingly desperate 
situation. Stick around after the 
screening for a discussion panel 
Q&A session with the director. You 
don’t want to miss this one!

      David lynch: the art life. pg.14
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After the rapture, two women are left behind, and try to help 
each other.

Getting trained in at any job has its challenges, even if you’re a 
hitman-in-training.

The Handbag tells the story of a woman who finds a handbag, 
and with it comes trouble.

A woman eulogizes her husband’s funeral, revealing secrets.

One Good Deed
Natalie Schwartz | 2017 | USA | 9m11s

The Handbag 
Luke Goodrow | 2013 | USA | 8m30s

Trample Tino
Jeff Vande Zande | 2017 | USA | 6m19s

Natural Poisons
Jason Klug | 2010 | USA | 13m30s

      Saturday 8.19

Student Films #1: Films of Delta Community College
Thunder Bay Theatre | 10am - 11am
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      Saturday 8.19

“Carrie” is the first single of Mataleòn, from the new album 
“Metamorfosi” (Metamorphosis). Song and video are inspired 
by Carrie Mathison, the main character of “Homeland” TV series. 
Carrie is a problematic, stubborn and arrogant woman; she 
suffers from bipolar disorder, that is also one of her strengths.

A Man who forgets to breathe while sleeping, he recently had a 
quarrel with his wife, she wanted to leave him and get divorced.

A young photographer stands at the edge of a lake as she takes 
pictures of the beauty surrounding her. She notices a young 
village kid smiling at her. She smiles back. Suddenly, the young 
delinquent picks up her bag and makes a run for it. 

A man in a quiet area is asking for help from the people who he 
sees. Should they trust him? Or is he in trouble?

Dimitris (a 10 years old boy) is the only child of a rich family. 
The only person that took care of him, his grandma, is dead. 
Now his only companion is his pet guinea pig.

Louise, a young care assistant, performs an internship in a 
retirement home. Her unexpected encounter with an old 
amnesic man, Mr Vadim, leads the young woman to face a 
decision. Her future is about to tip over.

Mataleòn - “Carrie” (music video)
Giorgia Brandolese | 2017 | Italy | 3m40s

The Man Who Forgot to Breathe
Saman Hosseinuor | 2017 | Iran | 15m

Cup of Tea
Jitendra Rai | 2016 | India | 3m12s

Limit
Javad Daraei | 2017 | Iran | 8m48s

PET
Chris Moraitis | 2016 | Greece | 11m21s

The Courtesy of Angels
Valérie Theodore | 2016 | France | 23m30s

Dramatic Shorts
Thunder Bay Theatre | 11am - 12pm
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      Saturday 8.19 Films in Competition

Palyadawasi is based on the real fact of the hapless ‘Paradhi’ 
tribe in India that has been suffering from injustice by police 
and other elements of society. Unfortunately, they still have to 
live on outskirts of town, as they are hated and the perspectives 
of people towards them as thieves still remains.

Palyadawasi director Pragati Kolage will be 
available after the screening to take questions!

David is fleeing from a murder, a pair of deadly conmen and is 
inadvertently toting a bag full of meth and cash with him. He 
ends up passing through a small, frozen, nowhere town in the 
heart of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Staring Down Fate is a film about 7.4 billion people and our 
relationship with nature, as told through the life of one person. 
Diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), Chris 
Lucash searches for meaning, while the endangered species 
he dedicated his career to saving potentially faces a second 
extinction in the wild.

After Staring Down Fate concludes, director Jeffrey Mittelstadt 
will sit down with you, the audience and have a conversation 
about the many topics brought up in the film, and take 
questions. Sunrise 45 is Staring Down Fate’s WORLD Premiere!

Palyadawasi 
Pragati Kolage | 2017 | India | 2h

Nowhere, Michigan
Robert Vornkahl | 2016 | USA | 1h36m

Staring Down Fate
Jeffrey Mittelstadt | 2016 | USA | 1h42m Q&A w/ Director Jeffrey Mittelstadt

ACT | 10A

ACT | 7P

TBNMS | 1:30P

TBNMS | 3:30P

ACT | 12P
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Experimental Shorts
Alpena Civic Theatre | 1:30pm - 2pm

Featured Film: David Lynch: The Art Life
Alpena Civic Theatre | 2pm - 3:30pm

      Saturday 8.19

The music video for the single “Spotted Gold” from the new 
album “Messes”, by Alpena native Stef Chura.

Two Silent movie era characters living in tinsel town are looking 
for love but find their true selves.

This short film is an impressionistic view of Osaka, Japan as it 
was in the four days the filmmaker traveled there during the 
fall of 2016.

Light Study is a poetic examination of the wetlands, forests, 
and ecosystems of the Niagara Escarpment, from the tip of 
the Bruce Peninsula to Niagara Falls. Filmed over a three year 
period, it explores the unique landscape of the Bruce Trail using 
16mm single frame photography. **Do not watch if you are 
sensitive to flashing lights/images.**

David Lynch: The Art Life looks at Lynch’s art, music, and 
early films, shining a light into the dark corners of his 

unique world and giving audiences a better understanding 
of the man and the artist. We’re invited in and given 

private views from Lynch’s compound and painting studio 
in the hills high above Hollywood, as he tells personal 
stories that unfold like scenes from his films. Strange 

characters come into focus only to fade again into the past, 
all leaving an indelible mark. 

- Janus Films

Spotted Gold (music video)
Fidel Ruiz-Healy | 2016 | USA | 2m22s

Clowns Are Real
Erik Ros | 2017 | Netherlands | 10m

Osaka in Japan
Duumok Lee | 2016 | South Korea | 3m

Light Study
Josephine Massarella | 2015 | Canada | 10m

Jon Nguyen | 2016 | USA | 1h28m
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International Student Films
Alpena Civic Theatre | 3:30pm - 5pm

Featured Film: Borealis
Thunder Bay Theatre | 3:30pm - 5pm

This Iranian student film explores issues of gender identity and 
how it is treated by larger society. Eli, regardless of her constant 
disagreements with her very traditional father, still seeks her 
true nature.

M.E., the imprisoned character in a room is attracted to a 
hanging light and tries to catch it. But the room itself becomes 
an obstacle in his way.

Gulnur, a young modest mother of two who is going through 
financial difficulties, secretly gets herself a job at an embroidery 
shop against her husband’s wishes, where she will be unfairly 
blamed for stealing. Orhan, who also works there, finds himself 
in a conflictive situation at work which eventually forces him to 
confront himself.

A touching documentary about a one-of-a-kind Pakastani 
immigrant called Zaman, who has led a hard life, but still 
manages to keep a positive attitude.

Jonah, an unemployed gambler, takes his estranged pot-
smoking teenaged daughter Aurora on a dangerous road 

trip to Churchill, Manitoba to show her the magnificent 
Northern Lights - before her vision disorder renders her 
completely blind. With a volatile bookie in hot pursuit, 

Jonah and Aurora are forced to finally confront each other, 
and their complicated pasts. 

I Don’t Like Her
Javad Daraei | 2016 | Iran | 20m

Light Sight
Seyed M. Tabatabaei | 2016 | Iran | 7m34s

The Embroidered Dress
Doğuş Algün | 2017 | Turkey | 20m

Zaman
Reza Shokrani  | 2017 | Iran | 45m30s

      Saturday 8.19

Sean Garrity | 2015 | Canada | 1h35m
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      Saturday 8.19

Sinister Shorts
Thunder Bay Theatre | 7pm - 9pm

Dan is a successful film producer, known for his hit remakes. 
After being fired for his first mistake, he realizes that everything 
(and everyone) in his life is due for a remake as well.

After Jack, A local disk jockey breaks up with his girlfriend, a 
series of strange events lead to him transforming into his radio 
show persona, Wolfman Jack.

We’re all familiar with the strange noises that emanate from the 
TV. Technical Difficulties is a late-1980’s short about Heather, a 
woman being haunted by a masked TV hijacker that seems to 
know her most intimate fears.

A reimagined origin story, steeped in darkness, for the Joker 
and Harlequin, two of comics most notorious villains. 

John, a charming young man, is bringing home his new 
girlfriend, Kaitlyn, to introduce her to his family. Hoping to 
catch their surprise on tape, the two record everything on a 
VHS camera. But the real surprise is the sinister plans they have 
waiting for Kaitlyn.

The Replicator
Stephen Florentine | 2017 | USA | 35m

Frost Bite
Zachary Irving | 2016 | USA | 15m

Technical Difficulties
Jesse McAnally | 2017 | USA | 19m

Injustice for All
Danny Mooney | 2016 | USA | 20m41s

Blood For Thy Master
Nicholas Hartman | 2016 | USA | 12m20s
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We’ve all waited for ‘the one’. The one who catches our eye, the 
one who keeps our interest, the one who won’t expect us to 
trudge down that conventional path. Annie Waits tells the story 
of lust and disappointment, as a twenty-something waits for 
her adult life to begin.

Annie Waits
April Kelley | 2017 | UK | 8m56s

Suffering through the constant torments of an extremely 
annoying person named Bob, a monthly support group secretly 
gathers to vent their frustrations.

When an adulterous man and his mistress bump into his wife, 
he discovers that his indiscretions are neither deep, dark, nor 
particularly secret. Le Creuset is a sexy little comedy about 
marriage, friendship, adultery, and burglary. But especially 
adultery.

We Hate Bob
JC Farris | 2017 | USA | 6m30s

Le Creuset
Don Downie | 2016 | USA | 7m50s

In a small town in the old west, a lone and weary gunfighter 
enters a saloon. As he walks through the room surrounded by 
the people of the town, a voice begins narrating the scene, 
telling us exactly who this gunfighter is. But unlike every classic 
western to use the narrator trope, the characters in this film can 

The Gunfighter
Stephen Florentine | 2014 | USA | 8m50s

A small town man claims to have seen an alien and becomes a 
local celebrity. But what did he really see that night?

UFO: The Otis Files
Warren Jackson | 2017 | USA | 30m

Only Wanna Party is the comedic music video by the Barefoot 
Natives from the original soundtrack for the movie Get a Job.

Only Wanna Party (music video)
Brian Kohne | 2017 | USA | 3m

      Sunday 8.20 
Comedic Shorts

Thunder Bay Theatre | 12:30pm - 2:30pm
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What could be easier than robbing a small bookie place on the 
outskirts of town? It’s during the year’s biggest horse race event 
and the betting center Washington’s Tobacco looks like the 
ultimate hit for some fast cash. Mousse is a man of pride and 
principles and is fed up with living as a second-class citizen. But 
what happens when he faces principles different to his own?

A solitary dish washing robot living out his life in the back room 
of a restaurant is enlightened to the world that exists beyond 
his four walls, with the help of a small friend he breaks free of 
confinement to pursue his dream of exploration.

Mclauskie has killed the outlaw Bailey in self defense. He must 
get his adopted son with tuberculosis, James Riley and Riley’s 
girl Jane out of Newton before Bailey’s brothers get to town to 
enact their revenge.

When a Mars colony’s comm satellite is damaged, Emilia Riley 
embarks on a seemingly harmless repair excursion. A shuttle 
malfunction cuts connectivity to the ground and Chris, her son, 
makes the knee jerk decision to go after her.

Mousse
John Hellberg | 2013 | Sweden | 41m

Hum
Tom Teller | 2015 | USA | 8m

No Sunday West of Newton
Spencer Cameron | 2017 | USA | 22m

Icarus
Tom Teller | 2016 | USA | 20m

Comedic Shorts
Thunder Bay Theatre | 12:30pm - 2:30pm

Student Films #2
Alpena Civic Theatre | 1:30pm - 2:30pm

      Sunday 8.20 
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The story is told in flashbacks from 2013 during a polar vortex 
in Flint, MI, to 2003 when the main character Ella St. John is 13 
years old. The film explores Ella’s journey from bullied teenager 
to Broadway star with lessons from an unexpected mentor.

Most have never played an organized sport, let alone soccer. All 
of them have suffered from homelessness at some point in their 
lives. Follow their journey as they create a soccer team and in 
two months embark on a journey to the Homeless Soccer World 
Cup in New York City. Experience the life changing journey of 
The Detroit Resilience Homeless Soccer Team!

The Teacher & the Student
Mary Ellen Jones | 2015 | USA | 25m

Detroit Resilience
Michael Mayne | 2017 | USA | 51m32

Featured Film: 20 Years of Madness
Alpena Civic Theatre | 11am - 12:30pm

When the eccentric cast of a mid-90s Public Access 
show in Detroit reunite after 20 years to make a new 

episode, they are forced to take a hard look at their lives 
and reconcile their teenage dreams with the realities of 

adulthood.

      Sunday 8.20

Films in Competition

After The Teacher & the Student concludes, director Mary Ellen 
Jones will be discussing her film and answering questions from 
the audience.

Q&A w/ Director Mary Ellen Jones

ACT | 11A

ACT | 2:30P

ACT | 4:30PM - 6PM

ACT | 12:30P

ACT | 3P

Awards Ceremony

That’s a Wrap!

Join us for the awards ceremony, taking 
place at 4:30pm at the Alpena Civic Theatre, 
where we’ll be handing out awards for 
several categories of films.

We hope you enjoyed the Sunrise 45 Film 
Festival! Come join us at the Black Sheep 
wrap party! Keep an eye on our website for 
updates on next years festival! Thanks so 
much for your support!

The Black Sheep Pub | 6PM - 9PM

Jeremy Royce | 2015 | USA | 1h30m
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